
The HPC 5‘ Flexi Magnet Stick is a flexible tool
that will wiggle and worm its way into the smallest of
areas and attract your misplaced parts with its
mighty double-sided magnetic force. At 5 feet = ,
(1 .5m) long, you will be able to reach the small
tools and parts that you thought were lost
forever. One side has a small magnet to fit into
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Clip & Crank Remo

The Clip 8- Crank Removal Tool easily removes
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hard to reach retaining clips without damage. These clips
can be found on GM, Ford, Chrysler and various other
"ehi°'e5" Clip 8- Crank Removal Tool
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Clip Removal Tool

The Clip Removal Tool is designed to remove
door panels without damage. Gaining access to the
automobile door lock cylinder requires removal of the door
trim pads. Removal without tearing out the nylon retainer
clips has always been difficult. The tapered end of this ""
heavy-duty lever-type tool enters between the door and trim
pad, gently removing the pad. This greatly reduces the
possibility of tearing or damaging the pad and clips.

Clip Removal Tool
No. AST-4

The Auto Lock Cap Pliers remove auto lock
face caps easily in seconds! The specially
machined tips grip like a vise. These pliers quickly
remove both the factory lock cap using the rolled crimp
and the “Tab Style” replacement caps. When used with
care, auto caps can be removed with a minimum of ‘ ~
distortion, allowing re-use of the removed cap. /---O-

Auto Lock Cap Pliers /A
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